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Course Evaluation Survey Results

Cost Accounting 2016 Fall

Instructor:   Kara Thrace

Participation:   84%  (33 out of 39 students) Results Prepared:   Thu, Nov 10, 2016 10:54 AM (PST)

1:  Course content was well organized.

57%  19

Strongly Agree

39%  13

Agree

3%  1

Undecided

0

Disagree

0

Strongly Disagree

2:  The assigned course activities were....

51%  17

Excellent

45%  15

Good

3%  1

Poor

0

Unacceptable

3:  I found the instructor's availability and communication with us students....

84%  28

Above Average

15%  5

Average

0

Below Average

4:  Rate how likely you are to recommend this course to other students.

48%  16

5 (Highest)

42%  14

4

9%  3

3

0

2

0

1 (Lowest)

5:  The instructor provided course materials online regularly and on time.

90%  30

True

9%  3

False

6:  The instructor was knowledgeable and prepared for online sessions.

45%  15

Strongly agree

51%  17

Agree

3%  1

Disagree

0

Strongly Disagree

0

No opinion / Not Applicable

7:  Which of the following reflects how the class was taught?

87%  29

Instructor provided effect…

69%  23

Course environment was…

54%  18

Instructor was enthusiast…

48%  16

Grading was fair and im…

69%  23

Activities were appropriate

8:  Would you recommend this instructor to other students?

96%  32

Yes

3%  1

No

9:  What did you like about this course?

It was OK. It was just a ton of work!!!

Parts of it were great. Could have used more guidance.

It was good.

I enjoyed the class. The instructor made accounting seem so easy and fun!

I was never lost. Clear expectations and homework.

It was fun. The instructor was always there and ready to help us.

It was a good class. Learned a lot.

Loved it so much!
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Variety of activities and assignments

The activities.

Really liked this class.

The instructor was available and kind.

The content was nicely organized. The instructor was approachable.

group work. extra credit options

Great class!

It was good. A bit dry for my taste!

Not sure. It was too hard for me.

It was really nicely organized

It was a good class.

Nice class, overall. Learned a lot.

The interactivity

the instructor was always there!

well run! Interactive.

interaction - group work

Awesome class! The instructor was so responsive and personable.

It was a good class. A bit lonely learning online. Not the fault of the instructor.

Good energy

It was my first online class. I didn't know what to expect. I learned a lot, to my surprise. I liked it.

Loved it!

My classmates were fun. Nice interaction.

Awesome interaction.

I enjoyed the class.

Great instructor! Put his personality into the course. Rare to see online.

10:  What could be improved about this course?

I can't think of anything.

Not sure. It was a great class.

Not sure. Make it more fun. I was bored.

It was good.

I don't know.

Assign fewer assignments. Too much busy work.

Nothing! It was great.

Well, you can't make accounting much more interesting!

not sure. it was good.

more choices in the assignments, please!

Nothing!

More options for assignments.

Maybe less group work?

Everything. Difficult to follow.

Can't think of anything.

It was good. I can't think of any improvements.
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It was great.

Fewer assignments!

Grading policy.

Nothing.

it was well run and organized.

More interaction? Some real time video meetings?

I can't think of anything!

Nothing. It was all good!

I didn't know where I stood with my grade. Make that clearer.

Not sure.

tough grader!

Weak projects

Nothing. It was great.

Survey Questions  (Partial)

These questions were truncated in the results section.  Here is the complete text.

7:  Which of the following reflects how the class was taught?

Accepts multiple responses.  

 - Instructor provided effective online contributions
 - Course environment was conducive to learning
 - Instructor was enthusiastic about the subject
 - Grading was fair and impartial
 - Activities were appropriate


